
HIGH POWER MATCH 
2024 RULES 

Contact Scott Meyer, 573-579-2308. Scott1461@att.net 
 
High-Power shooters use bolt action or semi auto rifles.  Rifles must be capable of 
performing a magazine change for rapid fire stages. Use of open sights, rifle scopes 
and modern optics are allowed.  
We use adjusted NRA rules for this match and refer to their regulations. 
 
Cost: $10 
 
Equipment: 
Rifle, 60+ rounds of ammunition, 2 magazines or stripper clips, a shooting mat, spotting 
scope and stand, a shooting coat will help, cap, safety glasses and ear protection. 
Heavy shoes or boots are recommended. A piece of carpet will work for a shooting mat. 
Bolt open indicators are required, we have some. Bring one if you have it.  
Bring some drinking water, you may need it. 
 
Stages, Targets, Ammo, Time: 

Stage Position Target Rounds Prep Time Time 
Standing SR1 10 Rounds 3 Mins 10 Mins 
Rapid sitting or kneeling SR1 10 Rounds 3 Mins 60 Seconds 
Rapid Prone SR21 10 Rounds 3 Mins 70 Seconds 
Slow Fire Prone MR31 10 Rounds 3 Mins 10 Mins 
Slow Fire Prone MR31 10 Rounds 3 Mins 10 Mins 

   Magazine change required in rapid stages, either 2 and 8 or 5 and 5! 
 
These or NRA reduced targets for use at 100 yards. Maximum possible match score is 
500. 
The bull on these targets are about 6” in diameter.   
 
Course of Fire: 
Setup targets and sight in period about 1 hour. 
All stages start with a 3 minute preparation period. No loading or firing is allowed. 
Slow Fire Standing: 
Shoot from a standing off hand position single load rounds, without the use of sling. 
After the command to load, then fire, you have 10 minutes to fire 10 rounds. 
Rapid Fire Sitting: 
We shoot from a sitting position with the use of a sling and magazine change. After the 
command to load, then fire, you have 60 seconds to fire 10 rounds. 
Rapid Fire Prone: 
We shoot from a laying down with the use of a sling with a required magazine change. 
After the command to load, then fire, you have 70 seconds to fire 10 rounds. 
Slow Fire Prone: 
We shoot 2 strings of 10 rounds single load with the use of a sling for support. There is 
10 minutes allowed for each 10 round string. 
 


